1. Introduction

Thermoelectric materials can play a crucial role in renewable energy technologies and provide a potential solution to solve global energy shortage problems. Recently, many studies have focused on high-temperature bulk thermoelectric materials, such as chalcogenides, clathrates, intermetallic alloys, and skutterudites. However, conducting polymers, as an emerging class of thermoelectric materials, have recently carved out a special place in the field of thermoelectricity due to their intrinsic flexibility, cost effectiveness, and low thermal conductivity. Although these conducting polymer-based materials cannot substitute conventional inorganic materials at higher temperatures in terms of efficiency and stability, their non-toxicity, environmental friendliness, and solution processability enable them to overshadow their inorganic counterparts in low-temperature waste heat recovery. Moreover, the diverse morphologies and structures of the conducting polymers can be easily tuned through many approaches, such as chain alignment, nanostructuring, and doping, to manipulate their charge transport as well as thermoelectric characteristics.

Within these conjugated polymer systems, poly[(3,4-ethylenedioxithiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), with its enhanced solubility from the aqueous dispersion of soluble polymeric counterions, has gained attention as a state-of-the-art thermoelectric polymer and is currently the best-performing conjugated polymer. To date, strategies that can improve the overall thermoelectric properties of a PEDOT:PSS film determined by using the power factor have been studied. Because the degree of doping of a conjugated polymer influences the Seebeck coefficient and conductivity, the dilemma of these two thermoelectric parameters should be considered. This doping level can be controlled via the secondary doping process by blending PEDOT:PSS with a secondary dopant in an aqueous suspension or post-treatment of coated PEDOT:PSS films. The chemicals for secondary dopants can be polar organic solvents, such as dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and...
ethyleneglycol (EG); inorganic salts; and various organic carboxylic and inorganic acids, such as formic acid and sulfuric acid. Only one secondary dopant or several dopants in a combined form could be involved. The presence of a secondary dopant favors better polymer chain organization in morphologies and removes the excess insulating PSS segments; thus, the conductivity can be significantly enhanced by several orders of magnitude. Another effective strategy involving chemical (via reducing agent) and electrochemical dedoping of PEDOT:PSS films can be also applied for improving the thermoelectric properties. The dedoping process aims to remove dopanions, which may reduce the charge carrier concentration of PEDOT:PSS, thereby resulting in an enhancement of the Seebeck coefficient. PEDOT:PSS/ionic liquid heterostructures were found to further enhance the thermoelectric properties. Liu et al. first cast the PEDOT:PSS/BMIM BF$_4$ hybrid film for simultaneously improving the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient up to 174 S cm$^{-1}$ and 30 $\mu$V K$^{-1}$, respectively. Later Kee et al. reported that ionic liquids consisting of EMIM DCA or EMIM DCI can manipulate the doping level and nanostructure of PEDOT:PSS through ion exchange, which leads to a remarkable increase in the conductivity and Seebeck coefficient (up to 538 S cm$^{-1}$ and 35 $\mu$V K$^{-1}$, respectively). Similar contributions have been realized for PEDOT:PSS films constructed by ionic liquid coatings based on BMIM or EMIM cations with various anions; and their thermoelectric performances are summarized in Table S1. The addition of or treatment with these ionic liquids in previous studies indicates the direction for manipulating the thermoelectric performance.

However, to the best of our knowledge, the influence of cation sizes on the thermoelectric properties of PEDOT:PSS films has not been fully studied yet. Besides, the development of wearable thermoelectric generators can address the conversion of thermal difference into useful electrical energy, which can harness waste or surrounding heat and emerge as a green tool for small-scale power generation. The unexplored mechanisms for achieving enhanced thermoelectricity and flexibility of PEDOT:PSS films modified with ionic liquids for thermoelectric generator modules should be investigated further.

In this work, we systematically investigate the effect of cationic species of ionic liquid additives on the thermoelectric performance of spin-coated PEDOT:PSS films by introducing four ionic liquids (XIMM BF$_4$, EMIM BF$_4$, BMIM BF$_4$, and HMIM BF$_4$) with varying amounts into the PEDOT:PSS solution. The aqueous PEDOT:PSS solution (Clevios PH1000; a concentration of 1.3 wt% and weight ratio of 1 : 2.5) was purchased from Heraeus and refrigerated at 4 °C. The ionic liquids including 1,3-dimethylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (MMIM BF$_4$ ; 98%), 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (EMIM BF$_4$ ; ≥97%), 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (BMIM BF$_4$ ; ≥97.0), and 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (HMIM BF$_4$ ; ≥97.0%) were supplied by Rhawn Reagent, Sigma-Aldrich, Alfa Aesar, and TCI, respectively. All chemicals were used as received without further purification. A different type of ionic liquid (MMIM BF$_4$, EMIM BF$_4$, BMIM BF$_4$, and HMIM BF$_4$) with varying amounts was added into the PEDOT:PSS solution; then, it was mixed vigorously using a vortex mixer for 5 min. The PEDOT:PSS/ionic liquid mixture dispersion was two-step spin-coated (first step: 1000 rpm for 10 s; second step: 2500 rpm for 30 s) onto a precleaned glass substrate and annealed at 140 °C for 20 min in an ambient atmosphere. The post-treatment of the PEDOT:PSS/ionic liquid films was conducted by dropping 100 μL of DMSO onto the center of the film surface, spinning at 2000 rpm for 30 s, and finally drying at 140 °C for 10 min.

Free-standing films were obtained by the following three procedures: drop-casting, ionic liquid post-treatment, and falling off from the substrates. A pristine PEDOT:PSS film was prepared by drop-casting 80 μL of PEDOT:PSS solution onto a glass substrate and spreading evenly. The deposited film was dried in air at 50 °C for 1 h and then kept at 140 °C for another 10 min. For the post-treatment, initially, 100 μL formamide was dropped on the PEDOT:PSS film, kept overnight at 25 °C, rinsed thrice with deionized water, and then annealed again at 140 °C for 10 min. These initial post-treated samples were cooled before further treatment with 2 M ionic liquids diluted in methanol. For this, 100 μL of ionic liquid solution was dropped onto a formamide-treated PEDOT:PSS film at room temperature, left overnight, rinsed thrice with deionized water, and finally annealed at 140 °C for thermoelectric characterization. Free-standing formamide- and ionic liquid-treated PEDOT:PSS films can be made to fall off from the glass substrates by immersing them in deionized water. The folded and crumpled free-standing films can be straightened using ethanol drops, which flatten the hybrid films owing to the creation of a surface tension gradient and the Marangoni effect. Then, these free-standing films (thickness of ~2 μm and a size of 10 × 10 cm$^2$) can be transferred onto a hot plate and dried at 60 °C for use in a thermoelectric generator assembly.
Thermoelectric characterization

The thermoelectric parameters of the films, including electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient, were measured under a helium atmosphere in the in-plane direction (parallel to the sample surface). The testing sample size was 15 mm × 5 mm, sliced from a square piece with dimensions of 15 mm × 15 mm. Silver paste was used to coat both ends of the samples. The measurement was performed in the temperature range of approximately 313–423 K using a commercially available ZEM-3 system (ADVANCE RIKO, Inc). At each temperature, the conductivity is measured by the dc four-terminal method at thermal equilibrium. The Seebeck coefficient is measured by detecting the temperature difference with the thermocouple probes pressed against the same side of the sample, followed by the measurement of thermal electromotive force between the same wires. Three different data points were noted at each temperature, and the Seebeck coefficient was calculated by finding the linearly fitted slope.

Fabrication and measurements of thermoelectric generators

The free-standing modified PEDOT:PSS films were cut into rectangular thermopile pieces with identical sizes of 25 mm length and 4.5 mm width. Seven pieces were placed on the polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate based on the series-parallel connection design in the thermoelectric generators and electrically connected by using silver paste. For fabricating a proof-of-concept wearable device, an ionic liquid-modified PEDOT:PSS thermopile was further placed into an ethylenevinyl acetate (EVA) foam substrate with combined copper wires/silver paste as connections; one half was exposed to the ambient air and the other half was buried under the foam substrate to directly make contact with the skin. The electrical power generation capability of the thermoelectric generator was evaluated using a custom-built measurement system under dark ambient conditions. The temperature differences were induced in the thermoelectric generator using two sheets of the Peltier device. The thermocouple temperature monitoring of the sample surfaces during environmental testing was performed using a Keithley DAQ 6510 multimeter system. It should be noted that the temperature difference of the wearable device was estimated from the difference between the human skin and ambient temperatures. The current and corresponding voltages across the two electrodes on the sample were measured by using a Keithley 2450 source meter and Keithley 2182A nanovoltmeter, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

First, ionic liquid-modulated PEDOT:PSS was synthesized by readily adding ionic liquid into pristine PEDOT:PSS aqueous solution. Four ionic liquid salts with various alkyl chain lengths in cations were used as additives in PEDOT:PSS, including 1,3-dimethylimidazolium (MMIM), 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium (EMIM), 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium (BMIM), and 1-hexyl-3-methyl-imidazolium (HMIM) cations with tetrafluoroborate (BF₄⁻) anions, denoted as MMIM BF₄, EMIM BF₄, BMIM BF₄, and HMIM BF₄, respectively. These four ionic liquids have the commonality of providing stable cations and BF₄⁻ anions (see Fig. 1). Ionic liquids exhibit favorable water-solvating properties as well as possess high thermal stabilities and act as non-volatile plasticizers. They can be mixed with PEDOT:PSS to formulate hybrid thermoelectric aqueous ink. The ionic interactions and exchange among the ionic liquids and PEDOT:PSS contribute to the structural rearrangement of PEDOT. Simultaneous changes are observed in the oxidation state resulting from the introduction of secondary doping agents, where the cations and BF₄⁻ anions in ionic liquids are electrostatically coupled with positively charged conducting PEDOT and negatively charged insulating PSS, respectively. The physical properties of the four ionic liquids summarized in Table S2† can be tuned by modifying the alkyl chain lengths of the cationic components. Naturally, the ionic liquids with shorter alkyl chains of cations exhibit lower viscosity and better aqueous solubility; thus, more homogeneous PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF₄ hybrid films can be produced by the spin-coating process, as demonstrated in Fig. S1†.

A comparison between the in-plane thermoelectric properties of all the PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF₄ (1%) hybrid films after performing the DMSO post-treatment is shown in Fig. 2. The temperature-dependent thermoelectric parameters of all the PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF₄ samples were characterized in the range of 313–423 K, where the electrical conductivity decreased and the Seebeck coefficient increased with temperature. These variations can be associated with the increase in carrier scattering due to lattice vibrations as the temperature increases, resulting in the metal/semiconductor-like characteristics of PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF₄ hybrid films. All the PEDOT:PSS/ionic liquids films exhibit enhanced conductivity (~40–80 fold) as compared with the pristine PEDOT:PSS. The maximum conductivity at 313 K is 433.8, 532.7, 679.3, and 804.4 S cm⁻¹ for PEDOT:PSS hybrid films modified by MMIM BF₄, EMIM BF₄, BMIM BF₄, and HMIM BF₄, respectively; these values are comparable to the previously achieved values. Meanwhile, the obtained positive Seebeck coefficients of the modified films range from 22.4 to 26.0 μV K⁻¹ at 313 K, compared to 17.2 μV K⁻¹ for the pristine PEDOT:PSS film measured under the same conditions. Fig. 2(b) shows a clear improvement in the Seebeck coefficient, reaching 28.7–35.7 μV K⁻¹ at a higher temperature of 423 K. Consequently, it is also clear that the
presence of ionic liquids with small-sized cations on the PEDOT:PSS modification leads to a higher Seebeck coefficient but lower conductivity. Owing to the intercoupling phenomenon between the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient, an optimized power factor of 39.8, 53.1, 56.7, and 60.1 mW m⁻¹ K⁻¹ (shown in Fig. 2(c)) is obtained for the PEDOT:PSS film modified with MMIM BF₄, EMIM BF₄, BMIM BF₄, and HMIM BF₄, respectively. The thermoelectric properties of PEDOT:PSS/XMIM BF₄ hybrid films without DMSO post-treatment were also investigated (Fig. S2†). Obviously, the increased electrical conductivity without a reduction in the Seebeck coefficient can be obtained with the help of the secondary DMSO doping process. Despite the reduction in the conductivity, films modified with MMIM BF₄ display a higher Seebeck coefficient. Besides, a non-homogeneous gel-like mixture was obtained when a higher concentration of other larger-sized cations in ionic liquids was added into the PEDOT:PSS solution. Therefore, the doping efficiency of PEDOT:PSS/ionic liquid hybrid films was further investigated by the extra- or less-MMIM BF₄ solution modification process. The three additional compositions of hybrid solutions, that is, 0.5%, 1.5%, and 2% of MMIM BF₄ in a PEDOT:PSS dispersion, were prepared as target samples, where the homogenous distribution of the MMIM BF₄ within PEDOT:PSS could be observed at a higher concentration. Fig. 3(a) shows a comparison of the MMIM BF₄ content-dependent thermoelectric properties (measured at 313 K) of hybrid films after DMSO post-treatment. With an increase in the MMIM BF₄ content, the corresponding conductivity of the hybrid films decreases, showing the highest conductivity of 777.2 S cm⁻¹ for 0.5% MMIM BF₄. Concurrently, the Seebeck coefficient increases gradually with increasing content of MMIM BF₄, with a maximum value of 34.5 μV K⁻¹ at 3 wt%. The optimized power factor compromised between conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient reaches 43.9 μW m⁻¹ K⁻² for the 1.5 wt% MMIM BF₄-modified PEDOT:PSS film. It is well known that organic polar solvents can significantly increase the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS films, resulting in a screening effect between the positively charged PEDOT chains and negatively charged PSS chains, thus lowering their coulombic interactions. Here, the extremely high dielectric constant (ε = 109) of formamide was used during the post-treatment to further improve the conductivity of the hybrid films. The temperature-dependent thermoelectric performance of 1.5 wt% MMIM BF₄-modified PEDOT:PSS films with formamide post-treatment was measured (Fig. 3(b)). As expected, the conductivity increases up to ~850 S cm⁻¹ at 313–423 K, while the Seebeck coefficient (~25.4 μV K⁻¹) drops slightly as compared to that of the hybrid film with DMSO post-treatment at 313 K. Correspondingly, the champion samples based on the 1.5 wt% MMIM BF₄-modified PEDOT:PSS film with formamide post-treatment exhibit a much higher power factor of 54.1 and 75.0 mW m⁻¹ K⁻¹ at 313 and 423 K, respectively.

Fig. 2 Temperature-dependent (a) electrical conductivity, (b) Seebeck coefficient, and (c) power factor of the spin-coated pristine PEDOT:PSS and PEDOT:PSS/XMIM BF₄ (1%) hybrid films with DMSO post-treatment. It is noted that PEDOT:PSS mixed with MMIM BF₄, EMIM BF₄, BMIM BF₄, and HMIM BF₄ is denoted as w/MMIM BF₄, w/EMIM BF₄, w/BMIM BF₄, and w/HMIM BF₄ respectively.

Fig. 3 (a) Electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and power factor of spin-coated PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF₄ hybrid films after DMSO post-treatment as a function of MMIM BF₄ content (wt%). (b) Temperature-dependent conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and power factor of PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF₄ (1.5%) hybrid films with formamide post-treatment.
PEDOT:PSS/XMIM BF₄ hybrid films with various cation sizes in ionic liquids were further studied through various characterization techniques, including UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS), to further understand the mechanism of the enhanced thermoelectric properties. The reaction between XMIM BF₄ and PEDOT:PSS within the hybrid films results in a change in the resonance and doping level of PEDOT chains, which can be evidenced by the absorption transitions of the neutron, polaronic, and bipolaronic states in the UV-vis-NIR spectra (Fig. 4(a)). The absorption spectra associated with the majority of pristine PEDOT:PSS indicate a highly doped state, as demonstrated by the appearance of a broad band at the longer wavelengths of >1200 nm originating from the presence of the bipolaron species and accompanied by a minor absorption near 900 nm from the polaron species. The presence of the XMIM BF₄ ionic liquid compounds in modified PEDOT:PSS resulting in the loss of the bipolaron band is consistent with the results of previous studies, where the polaron absorption band is distinctly observed. This indicates that XMIM BF₄ contributes to the conversion of bipolaron to polaron species in the PEDOT:PSS film, which is triggered by the reduction in the oxidation level/dedoping of the PEDOT:PSS film. In addition, decreasing the alkyl chain length of the cation in XMIM BF₄, especially for MMIM BF₄, results in a relatively higher concentration of polarons from the most significant dedoping of polarons. A partial dedoping to the neutral state and absorption within 500–700 nm associated with a π–π* transition of the PEDOT chains is also observed. The electrical conductivity of PEDOT is proportional to the oxidation/p-doping level, while the Seebeck coefficient is correlated with the population of the polaron state. Thus, the conductivity reduces in the order of PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF₄ > PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF₄ > PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF₄ > PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF₄, in conjunction with the reverse trend for the Seebeck coefficient. Overall, MMIM BF₄ results in a large increase in the polaronic transition compared to other ionic liquids, implying that MMIM BF₄ acts as a more effective reducing agent due to the stronger activity of the short alkyl chain in the MMIM⁺ cation. This observation is supported by the larger Seebeck coefficient observed in the MMIM BF₄-modified PEDOT:PSS film. Additionally, Raman spectroscopy of the MMIM BF₄-modified PEDOT:PSS films (see Fig. 4(b)) was conducted to reveal information on the conformational changes in the PEDOT chains. A complex series of peaks from 1350 to 1600 cm⁻¹ with a characteristic band at 1435 cm⁻¹ was observed for the pristine PEDOT:PSS film, which is consistent with the results of a previous study addressing the Cₛ = Cₓ symmetrical stretching vibration of the five-member ring. It should be noted that there is no shift in this peak between the pristine PEDOT:PSS film and one with formamide post-treatment (Fig. S3†). We observed a redshift and narrowing of the width of this band for PEDOT:PSS with ionic liquids: from 1435 cm⁻¹ to 1429 cm⁻¹ (MMIM BF₄), 1431 cm⁻¹ (EMIM BF₄), 1432 cm⁻¹ (BMIM BF₄), and 1434 cm⁻¹ (HMIM BF₄). The shift is similar to that observed after the modification of PEDOT:PSS films by typical reductants, indicating a change from a predominately benzoid structure (coil confirmation) to a quinoid structure (mixed linear-coil conformation) in the PEDOT:PSS chain. This increased planarity from the ionic liquid modification may contribute to a more efficient charge delocalization and a concomitant improvement in conductivity compared to that of the pristine PEDOT:PSS film. Therefore, the shift in this vibration mode for modified XMIM BF₄, in the order of MMIM BF₄ > EMIM BF₄ > BMIM BF₄ > HMIM BF₄, shows the same change trend in the doping level based on the dedoping process from the bipolaron to the polaron/neutral state, giving the highest Seebeck coefficient and compromised electrical conductivity for the MMIM BF₄-modified PEDOT:PSS film.

Next, the possible interaction of ionic liquids with PEDOT:PSS thin films was investigated by XPS analysis. The characteristic S 2p peaks of XMIM BF₄-modified PEDOT:PSS films were deconvoluted into high binding energies between 166 and 172 eV and low binding energies between 162 and 166 eV assigned to sulfonate sulfur in PSS and thiophene sulfur in PEDOT, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5. Table S3† summarizes the deconvoluted components of the S 2p XPS spectra, which can be used to determine the atomic ratios of PEDOT to PSS estimated by using the integration of the peak area. It can be seen that the sulfur atom ratio of PEDOT to PSS changes from pristine PEDOT:PSS (1 : 2.44) to MMIM BF₄ (1 : 1.35), BMIM BF₄ (1 : 1.26), EMIM BF₄ (1 : 1.23), and MMIM BF₄ (1 : 1.17), since the ionic liquid modification significantly removes the insulating PSS layer. This analysis indicates that the shorter the alkyl chain length in the cation species of XMIM BF₄, the better the removal of PSS; ~52% of PSS chains are removed by the addition of MMIM BF₄. The correlation between the degree of counter ion exchange and the microstructural transformation in the mixture of PEDOT:PSS and XMIM BF₄ was studied by grazing-incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS). Fig. 6(a–e) presents the typical 2D scattering patterns of GIWAXS, and Fig. 6(f) shows the linear offset of 1D GIWAXS in the horizontal direction associated with mixed edge-on-face-on oriented PEDOT molecules. The inner and outer scattering rings in the 2D pattern of the pristine PEDOT:PSS film, corresponding to the peaks at qₓᵧ = 1.20 Å⁻¹ and 1.76 Å⁻¹, depend
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on (100) stacked PSS and (010) stacked PEDOT molecules, respectively. Another characteristic peak at $q_{xy} = 0.23 \text{ Å}^{-1}$ is attributed to the (100) PEDOT crystal plane. The peak at $q_{xy} = 1.76 \text{ Å}^{-1}$ indicates a $d$-spacing of 3.57 Å in the $\pi-\pi$ stacking direction for the pristine PEDOT:PSS film. When the films are deposited from a PEDOT:PSS dispersion containing XMIM BF$_4$, the peak shifts to a higher $q_{xy}$ value, accompanied by a shorter $\pi-\pi$ distance for densely packed PEDOT crystallites, which may contribute to efficient charge transport along the $\pi-\pi$ stacking direction. Besides, the XMIM BF$_4$-modified PEDOT:PSS films exhibit a significant reduction in the diffraction intensity, which indicates the loss of some PSS chains from the PEDOT:PSS films. This higher PEDOT fraction in the crystals suggests the predominant orientation of PEDOT crystallites in the modified PEDOT:PSS films, which contribute to the improved thermoelectric performance. Additionally, the new peak corresponding to the (200) crystal plane of PEDOT can be observed at $q_{yx} = 0.50 \text{ Å}^{-1}$, which indicates the reduced crystalline ordering upon the addition of XMIM BF$_4$. Moreover, the enhancement in conductivity induced by ionic liquid mixing agrees with the change in the aggregation state as observed from the AFM images (Fig. S4†). When ionic liquids are added to PEDOT:PSS, the bright region (assigned to PEDOT) expands into the PSS domain and becomes more interconnected in the overall area. The PEDOT:PSS/XMIM BF$_4$ hybrid films yield a larger surface root-mean-square roughness ($R_{\text{rms}}$), from 1.68 nm (pristine) to 1.72, 1.89, 2.06, and 2.20 nm for MMIM BF$_4$, EMIM BF$_4$, BMIM BF$_4$, and HMIM BF$_4$ modification, respectively, which is rationalized by the increased fraction of PEDOT-rich grains and the removal of the PSS chains.

The interpretations from observing the physical/chemical properties of PEDOT:PSS/XMIM BF$_4$ hybrid films are consistent. The doping level of the PEDOT:PSS films can be manipulated by mixing with varying-alkyl-chain-length cation species of XMIM BF$_4$; thus, both conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient can be simultaneously enhanced in these PEDOT:PSS/XMIM BF$_4$ hybrid films. The addition of ionic liquids with good charge mobility and low viscosity of MMIM BF$_4$ among all the ionic liquids. The enhanced Seebeck coefficient with the addition of XMIM BF$_4$ additives is also driven by the variations in the relative charge carrier concentration (Fig. S5†). A heavily doped pristine PEDOT:PSS film has a carrier density of $2.1 \times 10^{21}$ cm$^{-3}$, whereas the charge concentration caused by the dedoping of the PEDOT:PSS film with XMIM BF$_4$ is reduced by approximately one order of magnitude ($\sim 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$). The lowest charge
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concentration of $1.2 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$ from the smallest cations in MMIM BF$_4$ is indeed coincident with the most reducing/dedoping capability, which also confirms the highest Seebeck coefficient. The variation in the electronic structure of PEDOT:PSS films influenced by the interaction with MMIM BF$_4$ was also investigated by photoelectron spectroscopy in air (PESA), as shown in Fig. S6.† The work function of the pristine PEDOT:PSS film is $-5.13$ eV and shifts upward to $-4.71$, $-4.76$, $-4.87$, and $-4.90$ eV with the addition of MMIM BF$_4$, EMIM BF$_4$, BMIM BF$_4$, and HMIM BF$_4$, respectively, indicating that MMIM BF$_4$ induces the most reducing reaction and the highest Seebeck coefficient. However, the most efficient ionic liquids pair in enhanced conductivity from the longer alkyl chain in the cation species (in the case of HMIM BF$_4$) due to the lower binding energy between XIMIM and BF$_4$ (ref. 74 and 75) guarantees a more favorable ion exchange with PEDOT:PSS, which screens their interaction with the doped PEDOT domains. As a result, the conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS films treated with ionic liquids monotonically decreases in the order of HMIM BF$_4$ > BMIM BF$_4$ > EMIM BF$_4$ > MMIM BF$_4$; the binding energy increases as the alkyl chain length of the cation decreases. Meanwhile, a strong dedoping process from MMIM BF$_4$ enables a decrease in conductivity because the charge concentration decreases as the mobilities change slightly. It can be concluded that MMIM BF$_4$ dedopes the PEDOT chains most significantly, which results in the highest Seebeck coefficient and the lowest conductivity at a low oxidation level. However, the Seebeck coefficient enhancement cannot compensate for the conductivity loss and a slightly reduced PF value is obtained.

From the comprehensive analysis above, it can be seen that the resistivity of the spin-coated thermoelectric films is high, which significantly affects their conductivity and becomes the bottleneck for limiting the power output of thermoelectric generators. Conversely, the hybrid solution becomes viscous after directly introducing the ionic liquid additive. Moreover, the rough and aggregated film surfaces fabricated by spin-coating lead to many defects, which impede the charge carrier transport with their medium high conductivity. In addition, the 100 nm thin films are not mechanically strong enough, and it may be difficult to achieve stable and flexible thermoelectric devices using these films. Therefore, thick film-based PEDOT:PSS (on the micrometer scale) are fabricated by the drop-casting method followed by sequential treatment with formamide and 1.5% XMIM BF$_4$ in methanol; their thermoelectric performances are given in Fig. 7. Similar to the results of spin-coated PEDOT:PSS films, the conductivity increases from $1447.3$ S cm$^{-1}$ to $1534.1$, $1654.2$, and $1974.2$ S cm$^{-1}$ for MMIM BF$_4$, EMIM BF$_4$, BMIM BF$_4$, and HMIM BF$_4$, respectively, as the alkyl chain length of the cationic species in XIMIM BF$_4$ increases, whereas the Seebeck coefficient decreases from $24.4$ $\mu$V K$^{-1}$ to $21.4$, $19.6$, and $19.5$ $\mu$V K$^{-1}$ at $313$ K. This could be attributed to the significant dedoping effect of the PEDOT:PSS film treated with MMIM BF$_4$. However, a decrease in the Seebeck coefficient for a drop-cast, thicker hybrid film compared to that for a spin-coated thinner one can be observed. This could be attributed to the fact that the post-treatment of the PEDOT:PSS with XMIM BF$_4$ is not as effective as directly mixing PEDOT:PSS and XMIM BF$_4$. Owing to the significant increase in conductivity from the thick film, the PEDOT:PSS film deposited by drop-casting and after MMIM BF$_4$ post-treatment performs the best, yielding a moderate-high conductivity (1447.3 S cm$^{-1}$), high Seebeck coefficient (24.4 $\mu$V K$^{-1}$), and power factor (86.2 $\mu$W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-2}$). Table S1† compares the thermoelectric properties of recently reported PEDOT:PSS composites post-treated with ionic liquids, and Fig. S7† shows the Seebeck coefficient and power factor as a function of conductivity. It is apparent that the electrical conductivity in our films is relatively high, although the Seebeck coefficient is not impressive. We need to emphasize that our measured Seebeck coefficient. The reported high Seebeck coefficient may involve combined ionic and electric rearrangement in the thermal gradient due to the measurement under ambient conditions.

To verify the potential applications of the ionic liquid-modified PEDOT:PSS films, a wearable thermoelectric generator was assembled, and the human body is used as the heat source. However, good film quality and a sufficiently thick conducting polymer thermoelectric film printed on any target substrate surface are the key parameters. Inspired by recent work, Xie et al. proposed the strategy of creating Marangoni force to help unfold the crumpled thick polymer films and perform transfer printing on various surfaces. The claim that by the transfer printing method, the drop-cast PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF$_4$ thick films were suspended in deionized water, and the Marangoni force produced from the surface tension gradient by adding alcohol into the water pulled the films on the water surface. Thus, the free-standing PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF$_4$ films can transfer onto various surfaces such as the non-flat back of the hand (Fig. 8(a)). When drying was done in a large ambient area, free-standing PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF$_4$ films (demonstrated in $10 \times 10$ cm$^2$;

![Fig 7 Electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and power factor of the drop-cast PEDOT:PSS film after sequential post-treatment with formamide and ionic liquids.](image-url)
Fig. 8 Photos of (a) the PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF$_4$ hybrid film attached conformably to the back of the human hand, (b) the free-standing PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF$_4$ hybrid film in a large area, and (c) its flexibility demonstration.

Fig. 8(b)) with good flexibility could be obtained (Fig. 8(c)). These free-standing films were cut into several suitable rectangular pieces (25 mm × 4.5 mm), and seven legs of tailored thermoelectric films were designed and connected by silver paste contacts (inset of Fig. S8†). The prototype of a thermoelectric generator was supported by a PET substrate, with a total resistance of 124 Ω. The mechanical endurance of the device was assessed by bending tests with a curvature radius of 3 mm. The change in the circuit resistance of the module under repeated bending up to 500 cycles is less than 5%, as shown in Fig. S8(a).† Thus, the thermoelectric generator shows remarkable mechanical robustness, making reassembly into various conformal structures possible. Moreover, the unencapsulated device shows good environmental stability (humidity and temperature were maintained near 40% and 25 ± 3 °C), resulting in an average resistance increase of ~10% after storing for 28 days (Fig. S8(b))†. To obtain the accurate temperature applied on the thermoelectric generator, a temperature-controlling apparatus was connected to the Peltier module to adjust the temperature on the heating plate, where the thermocouples were used to detect the exact temperature difference between two electrodes on both ends of the test specimens. Through characterization of the thermoelectric output performance of the thermoelectric generator, the operating voltage and the corresponding power outputs as functions of electrical current of the module were plotted under varying temperature gradients of 5.7, 8.4, 11.3, and 14.0 K (Fig. 9(a)). The output voltage is negatively linear to the increasing current density but proportionally increases with the increasing temperature gradient due to the increased Seebeck coefficient, achieving the highest open-circuit thermovoltage of 2.4 mV at a temperature gradient of 14.0 K. The ideal computed thermovoltage (ΔV) from the thermoelectric generator can be estimated from the relationship: ΔV = nS × ΔT, where n and S are the total number (7) and Seebeck coefficient (24.4 μV K$^{-1}$ at 313 K) of PEDOT:PSS thermoelectric strips, respectively, and ΔT is the temperature difference between the hot and cold sides. The experimentally obtained ΔV is close to the calculated value (~2.39 mV). The low disparity between these two values is probably due to the slight heat loss at the thermal contact, indicating the efficiency of serially connected MMIM BF$_4$-modified PEDOT:PSS thermoelectric strips for the module. Correspondingly, when the temperature difference increases from 5.7 to 14.0 K, the module shows a quadratic increase in the output power, as shown in Fig. 9(a). The maximum output power density, which is calculated from the thermal-gradient-generated power divided by the total area of the device module (7 pieces × 25 mm × 4.5 mm), is 10.4 nW for a temperature difference of 14.0 K. The module performance of other related

Fig. 9 (a) Output thermovoltage (open symbols) and power (closed symbols) as a function of current of the 7-leg flexible thermoelectric generator at various temperature differences. (b) Photograph of the 9-leg wearable thermoelectric generator module, where the strips are interspersed inside and outside of the foam and connected with silver paste and copper wire. (c) Demonstration of the wearable thermoelectric generator module worn on the curved surface of the human wrist; a thermovoltage of 0.74 mV is generated due to the temperature difference between the (d) ambient and (e) human skin surface.
PEDOT:PSS-based thermoelectric generators is compared, as listed in Table S4.† These results demonstrate that our prototype module made from PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF$_4$ hybrid films generates a moderate-high thermoelectric voltage and power from low-grade heat due to the optimized conductivity and Seebeck coefficient.

To verify realistic applications, the 9-leg wearable thermoelectric generator with optimized thermoelectric properties described above was assembled onto an ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) foam substrate and worn on the human lower arm as a heat source, as shown in Fig. 9(b). One side of the module closely adheres with the arm and the other side is exposed to the ambient atmosphere (Fig. 9(c)). Both the arm skin temperature and ambient temperature are recorded using thermocouples; there is a 4.3 K temperature difference between the ambient temperature (28.9 K; Fig. 9(d)) and the skin surface temperature (34.2 K; Fig. 9(e)). The obtained thermovoltage of ~0.74 mV (Fig. 9(f)) suggests that the $\Delta V/\Delta T$ value per leg in the module is 19.1 $\mu$V K$^{-1}$. Considering the above-mentioned Seebeck coefficient of 24.4 $\mu$V K$^{-1}$ for the free-standing PEDOT:PSS/MMIM BF$_4$ film measured at 313 K, the slight reduction can be attributed to the decrease in the Seebeck coefficient of each leg with decreasing temperature during the experiment. To further strengthen the mechanical stability and self-recovery, our free-standing composites can be potentially blended with thermo-plastic polymer binders such as polyurethane$^{79,80}$ and polyvinyl alcohol$^{79,80}$ for stretchable thermoelectric devices.

4. Conclusions

In summary, the influence of the cation size in ionic liquid (XMIM BF$_4$) additives for PEDOT:PSS hybrid films was systematically studied to elucidate the mechanism of enhanced thermoelectric properties. The thermoelectric results reveal that both conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient can be significantly increased upon the addition of ionic liquids to the blend solution. The small-sized cations in the ionic liquid result in PEDOT:PSS hybrid films with the highest Seebeck coefficient of 24.4 $\mu$V K$^{-1}$ owing to the decrease in the oxidation level from more diffuse cations of less viscous MMIM BF$_4$, which is evidenced by the doping process in the UV-vis results and the lowest charge concentration value from Hall measurement. In contrast, the highest conductivity achieved upon modification with HMIM BF$_4$ results from the favorable ion exchange with PEDOT:PSS and the lesser extent of dedoping of HMIM BF$_4$. The changes in the thermoelectric properties can be rationally linked with the cation size in ionic liquids. Finally, the free-standing PEDOT:PSS film post-treated with MMIM BF$_4$ was sliced and assembled into a thermoelectric module with the assistance of the Marangoni force. The device module was fabricated with a peak output power of 10.4 nW at a temperature difference of 14.0 K. As a demonstration of the module for practical application, a prototype of a wearable thermoelectric generator from the 9-leg MMIM BF$_4$-treated PEDOT:PSS film on the EVA foam substrate exhibited a thermovoltage of ~0.74 mV with the lower human arm acting as a heat source (temperature difference of 4.3 K).
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